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Grade 3Grade 3
3.P.3B. Conceptual Understanding: Magnets can exert forces on other magnets or magnetizable 
materials causing energy transfer between them, even when the objects are not touching. An 
electromagnet is produced when an electric current passes through a coil of wire wrapped around an 
iron core. Magnets and electromagnets have unique properties. 

Students who demonstrate this understanding can: 
3.P.3B.1 Develop and use models to describe and compare the properties of magnets and 
electromagnets. 

Grade 4Grade 4
4.P.4B Conceptual Understanding: Sound, as a form of energy, is produced by vibrating objects and 
has specific properties including pitch and volume. Sound travels through air and other materials and 
is used to communicate information in various forms of technology. 

 4.P.4B.1 Plan and conduct scientific investigations to test how different variables affect the   
 properties of sound (including pitch and volume). 

 4.P.4B.2 Analyze and interpret data from observations and measurements to describe how   
 changes in vibration affects the pitch and volume of sound. 

 4.P.4B.3 Define problems related to the communication of information over a distance and   
 design devices or solutions that use sound to solve the problem.

Grade 6Grade 6
6.P.3A.4 Develop and use models to exemplify how magnetic fields produced by electrical energy flow 
in a circuit is interrelated in electromagnets, generators, and simple electrical motors.

Vocabulary: pitch, volume, insulator, conductor, magnet, electromagnet.

SOUTH CAROLINA STATE STANDARDSSOUTH CAROLINA STATE STANDARDS
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Grade 2Grade 2
2.P.1 Understand the relationship between sound and vibrating objects. 

 2.P.1.1 Illustrate how sound is produced by vibrating objects and columns of air. 

 2.P.1.2 Summarize the relationship between sound and objects of the body that vibrate –   
 eardrum and vocal cords.

Grade 4Grade 4
4.P.1 Explain how various forces affect the motion of an object. 

 4.P.1.1 Explain how magnets interact with all things made of iron and with other magnets to  
 produce motion without touching them. 

 4.P.1.2 Explain how electrically charged objects push or pull on other electrically charged   
 objects and produce motion.

Grade 6Grade 6
6.P.1.3  Explain the relationship among the rate of vibration, the medium through which vibrations 
travel, sound and hearing.

Grade 7Grade 7
7.P.2 Understand forms of energy, energy transfer and transformation and conservation in mechanical 
systems. 

 7.P.2.1 Explain how kinetic and potential energy contribute to the mechanical energy of an   
 object. 

 7.P.2.2 Explain how energy can be transformed from one form to another (specifically   
 potential energy and kinetic energy) using a model or diagram of a moving object (roller   
 coaster, pendulum, or cars on ramps as examples).

NORTH CAROLINA STATE STANDARDSNORTH CAROLINA STATE STANDARDS
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PART I  -  HISTORY OF SPEAKERSPART I  -  HISTORY OF SPEAKERS

Johann Philipp Reis Telephone
Public domain US, via Wikimedia Commons

Thomas Edison Phonograph
Levin C. Handy, Public domain, 
via Wikimedia Commons

Edward Kellogg & 
Chester Rice, 1925
Public domain, via 
Wikimedia Commons

Speakers began with the basic horn speaker modeled 
after megaphones. As time progressed, engineers started 
grasping a better understanding of the travel of sound. 
In 1861, a simple loudspeaker was invented by Johann 
Philipp Reis in Germany to be a part of what today is 
known as the first-ever telephone.

Inventors built on Reis’ ideas and fifteen years later, 
Alexander Graham Bell patented his first electric 
loudspeaker as part of his telephone.

This was followed in 1877 by an improved version 
from Ernst Siemens.

Thomas Edison was next with his version.

It took almost sixty years for the first everyday 
moving-coil loudspeaker to be introduced. It was 
created by Danish engineers Peter L. Jensen and 
Edwin Pridham in 1915. Unfortunately, they had 
no luck with gaining a patent. 

That leads us to Chester W. Rice of General 
Electric and Edward W. Kellog of AT&T.  In 1924 
they invented a clear speaker.
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PART II  -  VIDEO WORKSHOPPART II  -  VIDEO WORKSHOP

CLICK THE IMAGE 
ABOVE TO WATCH 
THE WORKSHOP

https://youtu.be/FJvJSW9sOls
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PART II  -  VIDEO WORKSHOPPART II  -  VIDEO WORKSHOP

As John explains, speakers work in the reverse of a microphone. In Setting the Stage 
Episode 2: Can You Hear Me Now?, we learned that sound waves enter a microphone and 
vibrate the diaphragm, which moves the coil around the magnet, creating an electric 
current. Speakers use the same process, but in reverse. 

There is a coil of wire and a magnet at the heart of it. Instead of a diaphragm, there is 
a thin-walled cone with a cylinder called a former. As the coil moves, the former also 
moves, which causes the cone to vibrate. This process is called electromagnetism. 

The speaker produces sound 
when the electromagnet is 
enabled or disabled, which will 
cause it and the permanent 
magnet to attract or repel 
each other. The back-and-forth 
motion of the electromagnet 
is controlled by the electric 
current applied to the 
electromagnet. The more 
quickly the current changes, 
the faster the cone moves, and 
the higher the pitch. 

Pitch is the highness and lowness of a sound. When sound waves exit the speaker, they 
come out at different pitches. 

Whether you hear a sound with a high or low pitch depends on how frequently the 
pressure waves hit the eardrum and cause it to vibrate. The faster the eardrum vibrates, 
the higher the pitch you hear; the slower it vibrates, the lower the pitch you hear.
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PART II  -  VIDEO WORKSHOPPART II  -  VIDEO WORKSHOP

The primary function of our ears is to catch sound waves and transfer them to nerves. 
The process begins when sound waves enter the ear canal: the space that leads from the 
opening of the ear to the eardrum. When sound waves reach the eardrum, it begins to 
vibrate. When the eardrum vibrates, the hammer, one of three bones in the middle ear, 
moves from side to side, pushing on the other two bones, called the anvil and stirrup, 
and causing them to vibrate. The vibrating stirrup stimulates hair cells in the inner ear, 
which send signals containing information about sound, including its intensity and 
duration, through nerves to the brain. The brain then interprets the sound’s meaning.

Click the icons below to listen to examples of music with high and low pitches:

How do these two pitches sound differently? The first sample is the high pitch; it makes 
your eardrum vibrate quickly. The second sample is the low pitch; it makes your eardrum 
vibrate slowly. You can hear the difference in the sound waves and frequency of the 
vibrations as you listen. 

HIGH PITCH LOW PITCH

https://gaillardcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/High-Pitch-1.m4a
https://gaillardcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/Low-Pitch.m4a
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PART III  -  EXPERIMENTSPART III  -  EXPERIMENTS

Before you begin the experiments, you will need a science notebook. Use 
your science notebook to document the scientific process for each one of the 
experiments. Include one drawing of each experiment in your science 
notebook as part of your response.

1. Ask a question: what are we trying to find out?

2. Gather information and observe: what do you know about this topic?

3. Make a hypothesis: what do you think will happen?

4. Experiment and test your hypothesis.

5. Analyze your test results.

6. Present a conclusion: what happened? Was your hypothesis correct or 
incorrect? What did you learn?
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Experiment 1 - Make Your Own SpeakerExperiment 1 - Make Your Own Speaker

Supplies:
• A cup or glass
• A smartphone

Instructions

1. Play a song or recording from 
your phone and place the phone 
into the glass/cup like the picture 
below. The glass/cup will serve as 
the cone amplifier and you have 
created a simple speaker. 

2. Write your results in your 
science notebook.

PART III  -  EXPERIMENTSPART III  -  EXPERIMENTS
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Experiment 2 - Make a more Complex SpeakerExperiment 2 - Make a more Complex Speaker

Supplies:
• Scissors
• Two paper or plastic cups
• One paper towel or toilet paper roll
• A tablet, iPad, or smartphone

Instructions

1. Trace one end of the circular end of the paper 
towel roll onto the side of each cup. Cut one 
circular hole in the side of each cup following the 
lines you traced. 

2. Cut out the circles.

3. Cut out a slit in the center of your paper towel 
roll that can fit over the speaker portion of your 
device.

4. Put the paper towel roll through the cups, one on each end. 

5. Put your device in the rectangle you cut out and play music.

6. Take your device in and out of the speaker and listen to the difference. The cups are serving 
as the cone that you would find in a true speaker.

7. Write about it in your science notebook: what is your result?

PART III  -  EXPERIMENTSPART III  -  EXPERIMENTS
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Experiment 3 - Create High and Low PitchesExperiment 3 - Create High and Low Pitches

Supplies:
• Glasses
• Water 
• Spoon

Instructions

1. Pull out several glasses from your kitchen cabinet. 

2. Fill each glass with a different amount of water.
 
3. Tap the side of the glass with a spoon. 

4. More water in the glass allows for less space for air, which creates a low pitch. Less water in 
the glass allows for more space for air, which creates a high pitch. 

5. Write about your result in your science notebook.

PART III  -  EXPERIMENTSPART III  -  EXPERIMENTS
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Experiment 4 - Pitch Changes in Rubber Bands Experiment 4 - Pitch Changes in Rubber Bands 

Supplies:
• Tissue box (or a box with a circle  
   cut in in the top)
• Three or more rubber bands with  
   different widths
• Scissors

Instructions

1. Take a small cardboard box and cut a hole 
in one side.

2. Take several rubber bands of different widths 
and wrap the rubber bands around a tissue box. 

3. Pluck the rubber bands and listen as the pitch 
changes depending on the different widths.

4. The thin rubber band releases a high pitch and 
the thick rubber band releases a low pitch. This is 
the same for guitar strings. 

5. This is a simple experiment, but it helps you 
hear how pitch changes based on how much the 
rubber band is able to vibrate and send that signal 
to your eardrum.

6. Write about it in your science notebook.

PART III  -  EXPERIMENTSPART III  -  EXPERIMENTS
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PART III  -  EXPERIMENTSPART III  -  EXPERIMENTS

Experiment 5 - ElectromagnetismExperiment 5 - Electromagnetism
Learn About:
Make your own electromagnet 
(one of the ten forms of 
energy)

Supplies:
• AA battery
• Copper wire
• Iron nail
• Paper clips

Temporary magnets are created by electromagnetism, which is a form of potential energy. A battery 
passes electricity through a coil of wire wrapped around an iron nail. Turn on the current and the 
nail becomes a magnet, turn it off and the magnetism disappears. Electromagnets are used 
for many machines like a lawn mower, microwave, or an electric toothbrush. You use a form of 
electromagnetism every day to power something in your home without even realizing it. Let’s make our 
own electromagnet.

Instructions
1. Wrap the copper wire around the nail 25 times. Leave a little wire sticking out at each end.

2. Take your AA battery, place it parallel to the nail, and touch both ends of the wire to each end of 
the battery. One end of the wire needs to touch the + side of the battery and the other end of the wire 
needs to touch the – side of the battery.

3. Move the nail near the paper clips, and your nail should now attract the paper clips. You have 
successfully turned your nail into a temporary magnet.

4. Now remove the battery. Place your nail back by the paperclips. Is there any change?

5. Wrap it up: Using the coil and the battery, you have created a temporary magnet, which is 
electromagnetism and a form of potential energy. Now, can you create electromagnetism without a 
battery like in a dynamic microphone? Yes, you can! However, this experiment is a little more involved; 
please go to the video link here to explore more.

https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/80799274938
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ASSESSMENTSASSESSMENTS

EXPERIMENTS 1 & 2 ASSESSMENTS

Based on the information you have heard and the skills you have learned in your experiments 
about sound travel and the amplification of speakers, use materials around your home or 
classroom to design an improved “do-it-yourself” speaker. How can you alter the model above to 
build a more effective speaker? 

1. Draw your new and improved speaker.

2. Make a list of your materials.

3. Start building and testing your device.
 
4. Report your results by demonstrating your device. Be able to explain how your device is 
more effective than the models above and how your device amplifies sound waves (record 
yourself, or ask a friend to record you presenting your device).

5. Use the rubric here to guide your project.

4TH GRADE ASSESSMENT

1. What are sound waves? (4.P.4B)

2. How did speakers solve the problem of sound travel? (4.P.4B.1)

3. How did the rubber band experiment demonstrate the difference between a high and low 
pitch? (4.P.4B.1)

4. How does vibration of an object affect pitch and make it high or low? (4.P.4B.2)

5. How does the design of your “do-it-yourself” speaker solve a sound travel dilemma for you? 
(4.P.4B.3)

https://gaillardcenter.org/wp-content/uploads/Speaker-Experiment-Rubric.docx
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Research

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Graham_Bell

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Werner_von_Siemens

• https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_L._Jensen

• https://scetv.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.howmove.collage/understanding-vibration-and-pitch/

Photos

Johann Philipp Reis Telephone: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Johann_Philipp_Reis_telephone.jpg

Thomas Edison Phonograph: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Edison_and_phonograph_edit1.jpg

Edward Kellogg and Chester Rice: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Edward_Kellogg_&_Chester_Rice_with_cone_speaker_1925.jpg#filelinks

EXPERIMENT 5 ASSESSMENT (3.P.3B.1, 6.P.3A.4)

Part one (75pts):
In experiment 5, you created an electromagnet. This resulted in a model of one type of 
electromagnet. (If you do not have the supplies or resources to build a model, draw and label an 
example of the above electromagnet.)

Part two (25 pts):
1. How does an electromagnet differ from a magnet?

2. Explain how electromagnets work.

3. Name a device that uses an electromagnet and the steps for it to operate.

ASSESSMENTSASSESSMENTS

CITATIONS AND RESOURCESCITATIONS AND RESOURCES

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Graham_Bell
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Werner_von_Siemens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_L._Jensen
https://scetv.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.howmove.collage/understanding-vibration-a
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Johann_Philipp_Reis_telephone.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Edison_and_phonograph_edit1.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Edward_Kellogg_&_Chester_Rice_with_cone_speaker_1925.jpg#filelink
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Setting the Stage is presented in part by:

the
Kennedy-Herterich


